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A new phase in globalisation?
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Europe’s Technology Industries Economic Outlook
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Coronavirus Crisis
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EU Recovery Package
➢ Right political signal
➢ Right financial fire power
➢ Green Deal, Digital and Single Market as anchors
➢ Three observations
➢ Balance with longer-term investment in Europe’s
competitiveness
➢ Global supply chains are answer, not problem
➢ Strategic autonomy: support for key
technologies, ecosystems and value chains, but call
for governance
➢ The role of advanced manufacturing in the ecosystems
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Preparing for a very different post-COVID world
➢ Uncertainty but clearly a systemic/structural crisis
➢ Rebound after lockdown, followed by longer-term recession or even depression
➢ A very different global context: state interventions (nationalisation, subsidies, state aid) across
countries & industries, ‘my country first’
➢ Differentiated impact (regional/country, sector), dependent on economic structure, health
trajectory, policy intervention; cross-border excess supply/capacity
➢ Countries’ approach to economic recovery will vary: an impetus towards more sustainability and
social fairness in some, while stronger focus on jobs and growth in others (including within EU)
➢ A more fragmented Single Market: approved state aid 51% Germany, vs. 17% France, 16% Italy
➢

Pre-COVID trends likely to be reinforced :
➢ Decline of globalisation and of world economic integration to continue (since 2008/10)

➢ The use of industrial and trade policies to protect or promote strategic autonomy and/or
national interests
➢ EU member states even more reliant on the Single Market
Conclusion: no return to pre-crisis economic environment & need for tailored policy responses.
The only efficient answer is at EU level: EU stimulus/protection but must also address level playing field
issues
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An ambitious EU plan for industrial recovery & strategic autonomy
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➢ Lessons from previous crises:
➢ We stand and fall together
➢ Act early and forcefully to get ahead of the curve
➢ Avoid and overcome absolutist positions
➢ Time to compromise
➢ Industrial competitiveness & strategic autonomy need a multidimensional approach:
1. A road map to return to free movement within the Single Market (and active enforcement by the Commission) & new impetus for the
Single Market
2. Move from EUMS state aid to a coordinated support plan at EU level: the Recovery Plan and the MFF 2021-2027 & beyond
3. Review EU competition rules to adjust to new global realities (where state aid will become even more present)
4. Establish framework on how to deal with companies heavily supported by MS/in part or full state ownership post COVID
5. Strengthen FDI screenings at EU level – make sure that all EUMS have FDI screenings in place
6. Better leverage access to the Single Market: e.g. an International Public Procurement tool, a Carbon border adjustment mechanism
7. A new trade & investment agenda: dialogue with the US and China, WTO reform, a WTO initiative on medical equipment
8. Need for an ambitious MFF and Recovery Plan, with significant funds towards strategic value chains, digital and sustainability
9. Be more ambitious: more and faster Important Projects of Common European interest, Digital Europe Programme, AI
10. Conduct ‘testing’ of the robustness of supply chains, aim and invest in diversification where needed
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Thank you for joining!
Stay tuned
➢ Position paper on the recovery plan
➢ Webinar 10 July with the participation of German Presidency

Follow-up
➢ Let us know what you think: fill in the survey at the end of this webinar
➢ Share your impressions via social media: @Orgalim_EU #EUIndustry #COVID19
➢ A summary of this webinar, news article and recording of this webinar will be posted on
www.orgalim.eu

